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Ages: 6-9

Language level: beginner

Topic: family

Vocabulary: family members, body
parts of sharks, sea, ocean

Grammar Structures: past simple
a�rmative, past simple statements

Focus of the games: vocabulary,
pronunciation, comprehension check,
fun activity

Description: One of the cutest songs to teach the names of family members and
some chunks and useful vocabulary related to the sea. 



Activity Tips

Choreography #personal skills #language skills

While this song has cross-curricular content and can be used in a science class it
also has a well-known choreography, so don’t hesitate using the song any time, it
will definitely shake up the classroom.

Shark puppets #arts&crafts

Use the worksheet below. Colour the sharks, cut them out and tape a bamboo
stick on the back of the pictures. Now that each of your learners have got a
puppet you can use them while singing.  To put on a full puppet show you will also
need a setting: decorate a big piece of cardboard box with the underwater plants
and sea creatures.

Teaching the names of family members #vocabulary

The teacher shows cards of the shark family and tells the words of the cards and
acts out the characters (opening arms as jaws). The teacher asks learners to join
in, walk around, practice pronunciation and the accompanying movement.



Teaching action words #vocabulary #language skills

The teacher shows movements (swim, swim fast, stop) and tells the chunks to the
learners who are invited to copy the movements and repeat the expressions.
Then, to practice, the teacher walks around with the learners and they act out the
song while chanting.

Encouraging mini-dialogues #language skills #personal skills

The teacher elicits what a family is, learners recall the names of family members.
Then the teacher hands out cards to the learners and gives examples with the
learners to the mini-dialogue: “Hi. Who are you?” – “I’m a baby shark.“










